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This talk is intended to be a brief report on studies of the elastic scat-

tering of neutrinos by protons and electrons. Much of this work has been

recently published1"3 or is circulating4'5 in preprint form. Consequently,

a short statement of the motivation, and a summary of the experimental

method should be sufficient for the purpose here, and attention can be

concentrated on the experimental results.

The semileptonic and purely leptonic reactions u^p —> i^p, î »p —» P^p

and i/Me —» i/lle,<>)ie -> u^e, are particularly simple reactions, both exper-

imentally and theoretically, with which to study weak neutral currents.

These processes have clean, distinctive experimental signatures, and their

interpretation is almost completely constrained with the standard elec-

troweak model. Measurements of the ratio of T/^ and v^ elastic scattering

on protons, and the corresponding ratio for elastic scattering on electrons
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minimize systematic experimental errors, and lead directly to values of the

fundamental parameter of the electroweak interaction, s'm28w, with mini-

mal ambiguity. Accordingly, our principal motivation in carrying out these

studies was the desire to obtain and compare precise values of sin2 $w from

both the semileptonic and leptonic reactions as still another test of the

basic validity of the standard electroweak theory.

Experimental Method Target-Detector

The experiments were done at the Brookhaven National Laboratory

Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS). The target-detector in which the

Ufi and i/f, interactions occurred and were measured is shown in Fig. 1. It

consisted of three major components:

>) a massive high resolution modular target-detector, ii) a shower

counter for longitudinal containment of electron and photon showers, and

Hi) a muon spectrometer, which was used to measure the energy spectra

of both majority and minority v^ and V^ by measuring the angle and mo-

mentum of the muon produced in charged current quasielastic interactions.

The target-detector was comprised of 112 modules, each of which con-

tained a plane of 16 liquid scintillator cells (each Am x 25cm x 8cm) and two

crossed planes of 54 proportional drift tubes (PDT) (each 4m x 7.6cm x

3.8cm) arranged for x and y track position measurements. Each liquid scin-

tillator cell yielded charge (energy loss) and nanosecond timing information

while each PDT cell yielded charge and 1.5 mm resolution position informa-

tion. The fine segmentation (1892 scintillator cells and 12096 PDT cells)

and the pulse height and timing characteristics of the elements provided



determination of event topology and discrimination of pions and protons

through energy loss measurements. Eighty percent of the target-detector

mass was liquid scintillator. Seventy-nine percent of the target protons

were bound in carbon and aluminum while the remaining 21% were free

protons.

The shower counter, located directly downstream of the main detector,

consisted of 12 radiation lengths of lead and liquid scintillation counters to

contain and measure electromagnetic energy from neutrino interactions oc-

curring in the downstream part of the target-detector. The shower counter

was unnecessary in the analysis of neutrino-proton elastic scattering. The

muon spectrometer was located downstream from the shower counter. It

consisted of a wide aperture dipole magnet instrumented with nine x-y

PDT plane pairs to measure the momenta of forward going muons from v^-

induced quasielastic interactions. The detector was operated in a triggerless

mode recording all information within a lO/isec gate beginning at the AGS

proton beam extraction and continuing several muon decay lifetimes after

the passage of the neutrino beam.

Beams

The horn focused wide band neutrino beam6 consisted of protons of

28 GeV kinetic energy incident on a production target producing pions

and kaons which subsequently decayed yielding primarily v^ (positive horn

focus) or i/p (negative horn focus) beams with mean energy 1.3 GeV and

1.2 GeV respectively. The u^ and P^ fluxes as a function of neutrino energy

are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In addition to the selected primary helicity



neutrinos in a given beam a small fraction of opposite helicity neutrinos

are produced by the decay of defocused mesons. This "wrong helicity"

contamination was measured using the muon spectrometer by observing

the fraction of quasielastic events occuring with the wrong sign muon for

the primary beam. The fraction (0-5 GeV) of antineutrino contamination

in the neutrino beam was .024 ± .005 while the neutrino contamination in

the antineutrino beam was .087 ± .013.

The neutrino beam preserves the internal AGS time (bunch) structure

providing neutrinos in 12 distinct bunches of width 30ns spaced 224ns

apart. Fig. 4 shows a measurement of the time structure using actual

neutrino interactions in the detector. Knowing the time of events relative

to the AGS extraction and the given structure of the beam, "out of time"

(background) events were eliminated from the data.

Signal Recognition

and

A typical elastic scattering fMp —» u^p candidate is shown in Fig. 5. In

general, the proton track is at a wide angle with respect to the incident

neutrino beam (< 8P >ss 45"), and the kinetic energy of the detected pro-

ton set by the experimental detection efficiency lies between about 0.15 and

0.6 GeV. The energy loss per detector element along the tracks of candi-

date events was used to differentiate between protons and pions (muons).

The fine-grained nature of the detector provided up to nine samples (3

scintillator and 6 PDT) along the shortest tracks in the sample. The par-

ticle identification (PID) procedure compared the actual deposited energy



in the i"1 cell along candidate tracks with that predicted for eitherra pion

hypothesis or a proton hypothesis for the measured range.

Confidence levels were evaluated for each hypothesis and for both detec-

tor element types (scintillator and PDT cells) by Monte Carlo integration

of appropriate likelihood functions. The confidence levels for proton can-

didates as determined by scintillator and PDT data are shown in Figure 6.

The distributions and projections are seen to be uniform, an indication that

the probability distributions have been correctly modeled. After particle

identification the data samples were reduced to 3015 u^p candidates and

2748 P^p candidates.

Further criteria were applied to the samples to reject backgrounds from

other neutral current channels while minimizing the uncertainty in model-

ing the detection efficiency. These cuts reduced the samples to 1686 v^p

candidates and 1821 u^p candidates. The angular distributions of events

both before and after background subtraction are shown in Fig. 7. The dis-

tributions in energy deposited in the interaction cell are shown with Monte

Carlo calculated background and signal predictions in Figs. 8 and 9.

The uniformity of the distribution in Fig. 6, and the good agreement

of data and Monte Carlo calculation in Figs. 7-9, as well as a number of

other tests of the experimental method,1'4 confirm the validity of the event

selection procedure for v^p —> uup and v^p —> v^p.

u^e and

The signature of the elastic scattering of a neutrino by an electron is

fixed by the kinematics of the reaction which requires that EtSi\ — 2me(l —

Ee/Ev). Hence for < Ee >as 0.5 GeV, appropriate to BNL, 8e ~ 40 mrad.



Backgrounds from neutral current production of 7r° and induced-T>y the

contamination (~ 1%) of i/t in the incident neutrino beam were reduced

by discriminating against (doubly ionizing) photon products in favor of

singly ionizing electrons, and by the much flatter angular distributions of

the backgrounds relative to the signal. The resulting distributions in Etf)\

are shown in Fig. 10 where the v^e and P ê signals are clearly evident".

The remaining background in the small angle region is most accurately

determined and subtracted by means of the distributions in 6\, as shown

in Fig. 11.

Normalization

The event rates for the elastic scattering reactions were compared to

the measured event rates of the quasielastic processes v^n —> /x~p and

P^p —> fJ.+n, which indirectly measured the integrated v^ and P^ fluxes

because the cross sections for the quasielastic reactions are well known

theoretically and experimentally. To treat v^- and Pp- induced reactions

as similarly as possible, a topological selection of quasielastic events was

employed based on isolating single muon candidates at small (0M < 15°)

angles. Additionally, independent confirmation of the number of i/p— in-

duced quasielastic events was obtained from quasielastic events in which

both the muon and proton tracks were visible in the detector. These fully

reconstructed events yielded a total number of quasielastic v^ events within

3% of the number found from the single muon data.

The distribution of the energy deposited in the interaction cell for the

neutrino quasielastic sample is shown in Fig. 12. In Fig. 13 is the distri-



I
bution in 8,, for that sample. The final results after background subtrac-

tion and correction for detection efficiency were 5.29 x 104 and 5.12 x 104

quasielastic events in the «/„ and PM samples, respectively.

Results

and

From the corrected data one obtains the absolute flux averaged differen-

tial cross sections da^^pj/dQ2 and do[i/pp)/dQ2 shown in Fig. 14, and the

total quasielastic rates (Q2 = 2mfTp, with Tf the proton kinetic energy).

To extract values of the axial vector mass MA and sin2 Ow, corrections to

the axial vector form factor were taken to be zero initially and the cross

sections in Fig. 14 were fit over the interval 0.4 < Q2 < 1.1 (GeV/c)2. The

simultaneous fit to both differential cross sections yielded

, +.039
sin20iv =0.218

-.047

and

MA = 1.06 ± 0.05GeV/c2

where the errors represent a 67% rectangular confidence area. The best fit

curves are shown in Fig. 14. The value of MA is in good agreement with

the world average value, MA = 1,032 ± 0.036 GeV/c2.

A search for additional terms in the axial vector current GA[Q2) with

sin2 8W fixed at 0.22 and MA constrained to the world average value yielded

r) - 0.12 ±0.07 or equivalents 0.00 < TJ < 0.25 at 90% C.L., independent of

the value assumed for sin2 0w Here 77 represents either a heavy quark contri-

bution to the standard weak axial vector current or a "non-standard" prim-



itive axial isoscalar current in the parameterization GA{Q2) =

To exhibit the internal consistency of the data, and to extract the most

precise value of sin2 Bw, MA was constrained at the world average value and

sin2 Ow was calculated in all ways combining u^ and v^ data. The resulting

most precise value was

+0 023
sin2 0w = 0.220 ± 0.016(sta() ' {syst)

-0.031

and

The fully corrected ratios of the normalized cross sections for u^e and

PMe scattering yield directly the ratio

a)U"el = 1.38 + ' (stat) ±0.17(syst),
°{W) -0.31

where the precision is limited by the numbers of fMe and P^e events. The

resulting value of sin2 6w was

sin2 0w = 0.209 ± 0.029(stat) ± 0.013{syst),

which is in good agreement with the only previously published measurement7

of <j(i/̂ e)/<7(i> ê) and the value of sin2 Bw obtained from it, sin20jy =

0.215 ± 0.032(s«a«) ± 0.01Z{sysi).

Conclusion

The values of sin2 Bw determined from the measurements described here

of i/pp and v^p elastic scattering and i/^e and t/^e elastic scattering are in

8



good agreement within experimental errors. Furthermore, these values are

in good agreement with the values of sin $w determined from the masses

of the W and Z bosons,8 from inelastic electron-deuteron scattering,9 and

from deep-inelastic neutral-current neutrino reactions.10 Hence, over a wide

range of Q2[l0~2 to 104 (GeV/c)2], and with significantly different assump-

tions and corrections in the various experiments, the weak-neutral-current

parameter sin2#iv is, within present experimental errors of about 10%, a

universal constant.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 A Schematic drawing of the BNL-Brown-KEK-Osaka-Pennsylvania-

Stony Brook neutrino detector.

Fig. 2 The measured v^ flux. The error bars represent data from the reac-

tion i/^n —* fi~p. The solid curve is a Monte Carlo beam flux calcula-

tion. Details of the flux measurement and Monte Carlo calculations

are given in reference 6.

Fig. 3 The measured J/M flux. The error bars represent data from the reac-

tion P,iP ~~* H*n- The solid curve is a Monte Carlo beam flux calcula-

tion. Details of the flux measurement and Monte Carlo calculations

are given in reference 6.

Fig. 4 The event time distribution of the neutrino-proton elastic scattering

sample relative to the start of the AGS beam spill showing the internal

ACS time structure. The distribution for the antineutrino sample is

similar.

Fig. 5 The side view of a typical elastic scattering candidate. The large

boxes represent scintillator cells and the smaller boxes PDT cells hit.

The best fit to the PDT drift positions (shown inside the PDT cells)

is drawn on the event.

Fig. 6 Scatter plot for events passing the proton requirements and the topo-

logical cuts of the confidence levels (C.L.) for a proton hypothesis

using PDT energy deposits versus a proton hypothesis using scintil-

lator energy deposits to exhibit the uniformity of the distribution.
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The confidence level boundary used to define protons is indicated in

the figure.

Fig. 7 Distribution in the angle 6p of the proton candidates (a) for v^p —*

vrf and (b) for P^p —* P^p. The dashed lines represent the data after

PID and elimination of events with extra in-time energy depositions.

The solid histograms are the observed elastic scattering signals af-

ter the Monte Carlo calculated background subtraction and the solid

curves are the Monte Carlo calculated elastic scattering distributions.

Fig. 8 The distribution of the energy deposited in the vertex (interaction)

cell for the neutrino-proton elastic scattering sample after all cuts.

The histogram represents data events, the dashed curve the Monte

Carlo background prediction and the solid curve the Monte Carlo

signal plus background prediction.

Fig. 9 The distribution of the energy deposited in the vertex (interaction)

cell for the antineutrino-proton elastic scattering sample after all cuts.

The histogram represents data events, the dashed curve the Monte

Carlo background prediction and the solid curve the Monte Carlo

signal plus background prediction.

Fig. 10 Distributions in EtB\ for (a) the primary singly ionizing events from

the Pp data and (b) the predominantly photon sample from the i>u

data, (c), (d) The corresponding plots for the v^- induced data.

Fig. 11 Distributions in Q\ for the same event samples as in the correspond-

ing plots of Fig. 10.
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This talk is intended as a brief report on studies of the elastic

scattering of neutrinos by protons and electrons. Measurements of the

ratios of muon antineutrino and muon neutrino elastic scattering on

protons,and the corresponding ratio for elastic scattering on electrons

minimize systematic experimental errors, and lead directly to values of

the fundamental parameter of the electroweak interaction, the Weinberg

Angle, with minimal ambiguity. Accordingly, the principal motivation in

carrying out these studies was the desire to obtain and compare precise

values of the Weinberg Angle from both the semileptonic and leptonic

reactions as still another test of the basic validity of the standard

electroweak theory. 10 refs., 11 figs.
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turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
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